In commonsense knowledge representation, the Open World Assumption is adopted as a general standard strategy for the design, construction and use of ontologies, e.g. in OWL. This strategy limits the inferencing capabilities of any system using these ontologies because non-asserted statements could be assumed to be alternatively true or false in different interpretations. In this paper, we investigate the application of the Closed World Assumption to enable a better exploitation of the structural knowledge encoded in a SUMO-based ontology. To that end, we explore three different Closed World Assumption formulations for subclass and disjoint relations in order to reduce the ambiguity of the knowledge encoded in first-order logic ontologies. We evaluate these formulations on a practical experimentation using a very large commonsense benchmark automatically obtained from the knowledge encoded in WordNet through its mapping to SUMO. The results show that the competency of the ontology improves more than 47 % when reasoning under the Closed World Assumption. As conclusion, applying the Closed World Assumption automatically to first-order logic ontologies reduces their expressed ambiguity and more commonsense questions can be answered.
Introduction
Large knowledge-bases and complex ontologies are being used in a wide range of knowledge based systems [9] that require practical commonsense reasoning [10, 28, 36, 12, 38] .
For knowledge representation, the most prominent and fundamental logical formalism classically used is the first-order predicate calculus, or first-order logic (FOL) for short. The semantics of FOL, and thus also of Description Logics (DL), operates under the Open World Assumption (OWA) allowing monotonic reasoning [13] . OWA considers that statements which are not logical consequences of a given knowledge base are not necessarily considered false but possible. Therefore, statements that are false or impossible must be clearly stated as so in the ontology. The OWA presumes incomplete knowledge about the domain being modelled. On the other hand, the Closed World Assumption (CWA) is a common non-monotonic technique that allows to deal with negative information in knowledge and data bases [33] . Unfortunately, ontologies basically encode positive information about the world being modelled. Negative information should be inferred by default [34] . There is a considerable computational and representational advantage to reasoning under the CWA since the number of negative facts vastly exceeds the number of positive ones. It is totally unfeasible to explicitly represent all such negative information in an ontology, as would be required under the OWA. Reasoning about a world under the CWA considerably simplifies the representation of that world. It is important to notice, however, that the CWA presumes perfect knowledge about the domain being modelled. Moreover, commonsense reasoning is non-monotonic: the addition of new knowledge can invalidate conclusions drawn before the addition [17] .
The Careful CWA (CCWA) is an extension of the CWA [16] . It allows us to restrict the effects of closing the world by specifying the predicates which may be affected by the CWA rule. Other predicates also specified by the user are permitted to vary in the process of closure. The Local CWA (LCWA) [22] also pursues the same goals.
Although OWL-DL [20] is currently one of the most common formal knowledge representation formalism, it is unable to cope with general upper ontologies like Cyc [25] , DOLCE [15] or SUMO [26] since full FOL expressivity is required. Fortunately, state-of-the-art automated theorem provers (ATP) for FOL like Vampire [23] or E [35] have been proved to provide advanced reasoning support to large FOL conversions of expressive ontologies [32, 21, 29, 4, 1] by means of implementing many sophisticated techniques like axiom selection [19] .
To the best of our knowledge, up to now the research on SUMO-based FOL ontologies has been developed under the OWA. This paper reports on the first empirical research applying the Careful CWA to a SUMO-based ontology. In particular, we apply the CCWA to the structural knowledge represented by subclass and disjoint relations in Adimen-SUMO [4] . Adimen-SUMO is obtained from SUMO by a suitable transformation into FOL, which enables its use by FOL ATPs. We empirically test the competency of the resulting ontology versions of Adimen-SUMO on a very large set of competency questions (CQs) derived automatically from WordNet [14] and its mapping to SUMO [27] on the basis of some manually created question patterns (QPs) [6] . The results show that applying carefully the CWA to subclass and disjoint relations improves the competency of the ontology more than 47 % when reasoning on the same commonsense benchmark. For instance, the conjecture "Some mammals have teeth" is not solved until applying the CCWA to subclass and disjoint in Adimen-SUMO.
The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we propose an effective method to apply automatically the CCWA to the main structural knowledge of SUMO represented by subclass and disjoint relations, and report on the new axiomatization that is required for this purpose. Second, we introduce four new QPs that are based on the hyponymy-hyperonymy relation of WordNet. These QPs yield CQs which are specially suitable for testing the structural knowledge of SUMO. Third, we perform a detailed analysis of the empirical results obtained when comparing the resulting versions of Adimen-SUMO with the original one on a very large commonsense benchmark with more than 17,000 CQs.
1
Outline of the paper. Section 2 introduces our framework for the automatic evaluation of FOL ontologies using ATPs. In Section 3 we introduce the reasoning under the OWA and also the CWA in SUMO. Then, we report on our application of the CWA in Section 4. Next, we report on and discuss our evaluation results in Sections 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
An Evaluation Framework for SUMO-based Ontologies
In this section we present our framework to evaluate the competency of SUMO-based ontologies [6] . This framework is based on Competency Questions [18] derived from three main knowledge resources: 1) the lexical database WordNet [14] , where lexical concepts encoded in synonym sets or synsets are semantically related by different types of semantic relations including hyponymy, antonymy, meronymy, etc. 2) the FOL SUMO-based ontology called Adimen-SUMO [4] and 3) the semantic mapping between WordNet and SUMO [27] .
Through this paper, we will use the following notations to express the examples of the knowledge resources: for synsets, the subscript shows the part of speech (PoS) -in this paper only noun (n) and verb (v)-and the superscript shows the sense number. For SUMO classes we add as subscript the c symbol. For the mapping connections, we concatenate the symbols '= ' (equivalence) and '+' (subsumption) to the corresponding SUMO concept. For example, birth 2 n refers to the second sense of the noun birth in WordNet; and Birth c = means that birth 2 n is connected to the SUMO class Birth by equivalence.
The knowledge in the mapping between WordNet and SUMO is provided by means of three semantic relations -instance, subsumption and equivalence-that are used to connect synsets to SUMO concepts. This mapping can be formalized by means of Adimen-SUMO statements that relate synsets to sets of SUMO concepts (as described in [6] ), which are used for the creation of CQs on the basis of some manually defined QPs. In this work, we use 15 QPs based on the structural relations antonymy [6] and meronymy [1] and, additionally, we introduce four new QPs based on hyponymy-hyperonymy.
In the case of hyponymy-hyperonymy, we propose 4 new QPs (2 for nouns and 2 for verbs) that can be described as follows. Given an hyponymy pair of synsets hyp(s 1 , s 2 ), if s 1 is connected using subsumption or instance, then the semantics of the related set of SUMO concepts is less specific than the semantics of s 1 . At the same time, the semantics of s 2 is less specific than the semantics of s 1 by the hyponymy relation. Consequently, we can only state that the sets of SUMO concepts respectively related to s 1 and s 2 are non-disjoint.
For example, the noun synset lobby 2 n , which is connected to PoliticalOrganization c +, is hyponym of people 1 n , which is connected to GroupOfPeople c +. Therefore, we propose the following CQ by stating that PoliticalOrganization c and GroupOfPeople c are non-disjoint:
(and ($instance ?X PoliticalOrganization) ($instance ?X GroupOfPeople)))
Using these first QPs, we obtain 7,539 CQs for nouns and 1,765 for verbs. The second QPs are proposed for hyponymy pairs of synsets hyp(s 1 , s 2 ) where s 1 is connected using equivalence. In this case, the semantics of s 1 and its related set of SUMO concepts are equivalent. Further, since the semantics of s 2 is less specific that the semantics of s 1 by hyponymy, the semantics of the set of SUMO concepts related to s 2 is less specific than the semantics of the sets of SUMO concepts related to s 1 independently from the mapping relation that is used to connect s 2 . Consequently, we can state that the set of SUMO concepts related to s 2 is a superset of the set of SUMO concepts connected to s 1 . For instance, the verb synset poison v is connected to TherapeuticProcess+. Thus, we propose a CQ by stating that every instance of Poisoning c is also instance of TherapeuticProcess c :
(=> ($instance ?X Poisoning) ($instance ?X TherapeuticProcess))) Using these second QPs based on hyponymy, we obtain 1,944 CQs for nouns and 304 for verbs.
In Table 1 , we report on the number of CQs that is obtained from each QP proposed for hyponymy-hyperonymy -noun and verb-(4 QPs) antonymy (3 QPs) and meronymy -part, [2] . Totally, we obtain 17,343 CQs. In order to evaluate ontologies using CQs, we perform two dual tests: the first test is to check whether, as expected, the conjecture stated by the CQ is entailed by the ontology (truth-test); the second one is to check its complementary (falsity-test). Using ATPs, we check whether its truth-and falsity-tests are entailed by the ontology. If ATPs find a proof for either the truthor the falsity-test, then the CQ is classified as resolved. In particular, we say that the CQ is passing/non-passing if ATPs find a proof for the truth-test/falsity-test. Otherwise (that is, if no proof is found), the CQ is classified as unresolved or unknown. [29, 30] and Adimen-SUMO [4, 5, 7, 3, 6, 8] has been carried out under the OWA. In particular, it is worth noting that the general framework we have introduced in [5, 6, 8] to automatically crosscheck the knowledge in WordNet [14] and SUMO [26] by using FOL ATPs was developed under the OWA as presented in Section 2. In spite of the advanced capabilities of FOL ATPs, in our practical experimentation we did not obtain any answer for many CQs and identified four possible causes of this problem: 1) missing knowledge in SUMO; 2) incorrect information in WordNet; 3) incorrect mappings between WordNet and SUMO; 4) insufficient resources (time and memory space) for ATPs. In this paper, in order to address the missing knowledge in SUMO, we want to profit from the possibility of applying the CWA [33] to some structural predicates from SUMO. To our knowledge, it is the first time that CWA is applied to FOL ontologies like SUMO. By means of the CWA, we pursue that the ontology entails some conjectures when their negations cannot be entailed. More specifically, we automatically apply the Careful CWA to subclass and disjoint. That is, for every ordered pair of SUMO classes, we assume that the first one is subclass of the second one only if it is explicitly stated by the ontology. Similarly, for every non-ordered pair of SUMO classes, we assume that the classes are disjoint only if they are explicitly stated as disjoint by the ontology.
As an example, in Figure 1 we present a CQ obtained from the antonomy relation between two particular senses of the English nouns birth and death. The synsets birth The corresponding truth-test of this CQ states that Birth c and Death c are disjoint whereas the falsity-test states that both classes are non-disjoint. Under the OWA approach, neither the truth-test nor the falsity-test are proved. Our motivation is to resolve CQs that remain ambiguous for the ATPs under the OWA.
As we will explain in Subsection 4.2, when we apply the CWA to subclass and disjoint by assuming disjointness (relating incompatible classes), we see that, as the information is explicitly stated, this test is entailed to be true (i.e. the truth-test is proved). On the other hand, when we apply the CWA to subclass and disjoint by assuming non-disjointness (see Subsection 4.3), its falsity-test is entailed. If we only apply the CWA to subclass, this CQ remains unknown.
Adimen-SUMO under the CWA
In this section, we describe different applications of the CWA in Adimen-SUMO and provide some statistics about the amount of knowledge that we have included in the ontology.
We consider three SUMO predicates (subclass, disjoint and instance) that provide structural knowledge. On the one hand, the predicate subclass provides the classical concept of relation inclusion between classes. The application of the CWA to subclass is focused on the set of class pairs that are explicitly related by subclass: direct subclasses. From now on, we denote by all direct subclasses of (c) the set of all the SUMO classes that are explicitly defined to be direct subclasses of a SUMO class c. On the other hand, the predicate disjoint relates incompatible classes. Three predicates are used in SUMO to define non-ordered pairs of disjoint classes: 1) the binary predicate disjoint, 2) the multi-arity predicate partition, and 3) the multiarity predicate disjointDecomposition. In Adimen-SUMO, partition and disjointDecomposition are conveniently translated in order to define disjoint classes in terms of disjoint.
3 Therefore, our approaches to CWA are exclusively based on disjoint. Finally, the SUMO predicate instance relates objects (also called particulars) with classes. We do not apply the CWA to instance, but some restrictions of subclass and disjoint are defined on the basis of instance. In particular:
• Given any SUMO class c, there is at least an object o such that o and c are related by instance (non-emptiness). From now on, we say that o is an instance of c.
• Given an object o and a class c related by instance, any superclass c ′ of c is also related with o by instance (inheritance of instance via subclass).
• Given any two classes c 1 and c 2 related by disjoint, there is no object o that is simultaneously related by instance to c 1 and c 2 (disjointness). From now on, we say that such c 1 and c 2 are disjoint.
• Given any two classes c 1 and c 2 that are necessarily not related by disjoint (i.e it can be entailed from the ontology that c 1 and c 2 are not related by disjoint), there is some object o (called common instance) that is related by instance to both c 1 and c 2 (non-disjointness).
From now on, we simply say that such c 1 and c 2 are non-disjoint.
• Given any two classes sc and c related by subclass, sc and c are non-disjoint (by nonemptiness and non-disjointness).
Additionally, we create two new predicates -called nonDisjoint and inheritableNonDisjointin order to explicitly relate non-disjoint classes. On the one hand, the predicate nonDisjoint simply states that two classes are non-disjoint and its axiomatization is provided by:
On the other hand, the predicate inheritableNonDisjoint also states that any subclass of c 1 is non-disjoint with c 2 when c 1 and c 2 are non-disjoint (and vice versa). Thus, its axiomatization is provided by the following axioms: Obviously, no pair of classes are related by nonDisjoint or inheritableNonDisjoint in SUMO. Next, we describe our formulation for applying the CWA to subclass in Subsection 4.1. In the case of disjoint, we describe two different formulations of the CWA by assuming by default that any two classes are disjoint (Subsection 4.2) or non-disjoint (Subsection 4.3) unless explicitly stated.
Applying the CWA to subclass
In order to apply the CWA to subclass, we conveniently adapt the data base completion method proposed in [11] , taking into account that in SUMO -as usual-subclass is defined as reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. This way, given that two classes c and c ′ such that c ′ is direct subclass of c (that is, c ′ ∈ all direct subclasses of (c)), every subclass of c ′ is also subclass of c (by transitivity) and c is subclass of itself (by reflexivity). Further, we also know that any superclass of c (except of c itself) is not subclass of c (by antisymmetry). Consequently, the completed set of subclasses of a SUMO class c can be defined as
where all direct subclasses of (c) = {c 1 , . . . , c n }. The reverse implication is already given by the ontology. It is worth mentioning that the above application of the CWA to subclass may turn a consistent ontology into inconsistent in some particular cases. However, we have experimentally checked by using ATPs that no inconsistency arises after the augmentation of Adimen-SUMO by adding the above subclass completion axioms.
Applying the
In SUMO, the only pairs of classes defined to be non-disjoint are related by subclass. Additionally, we have introduced two new predicates -nonDisjoint and inheritableNonDisjointin order to relate non-disjoint classes. Thus, assuming disjointness implies that c 1 
Formally, the application of the CWA by assuming disjointness can be described as follows: for each SUMO class c and any {c 1 , c 2 } ⊆ all direct subclasses of (c) such that c 1 and c 2 are not related by subclass, inheritableNonDisjoint and nonDisjoint, we augment Adimen-SUMO by asserting that c 1 and c 2 are related by disjoint. Note that many of the new axioms will be redundant by the inheritance of disjoint, thus they can be omitted in practice.
For example, Birth c and Death c are direct subclasses of OrganismProcess c and are not related by subclass, nonDisjoint or inheritableNonDisjoint. Hence, the above described application of the CWA to disjoint by assuming disjoint introduces the following axiom in Adimen-SUMO:
($disjoint Birth Death)
By means of the above axiom, the CQ in (3) can be classified as passing since ATPs are able to prove its truth-test. The assumption of disjointness for every pair of SUMO classes not related by subclass, nonDisjoint or inheritableNonDisjoint is too strong and may yield to inconsistencies, since some of those pairs can be proven to be non-disjoint. For example, Organism c and SentientAgent c are direct subclasses of Agent c and they are not related by subclass, nonDisjoint and inheritableNonDisjoint. However, Organism c and SentientAgent c are not disjoint since they have a common subclass: Human c . Further, the predicates nonDisjoint and inheritableNonDisjoint are new in Adimen-SUMO and do not relate any pair of classes. Consequently, in order to apply the CWA to disjoint by assuming disjointness, we have to previously define which pairs of classes cannot be defined as disjoint by using the predicates nonDisjoint and inheritableNonDisjoint. Coming back to the example about Organism c and SentientAgent c , we decide to use the predicate nonDisjoint instead of inheritableNonDisjoint because some subclasses of Organism c (for instance, Plant c ) are disjoint with SentientAgent c . Thus, we augment Adimen-SUMO by introducing the following axiom:
To sum up, we have augmented Adimen-SUMO by adding 35 axioms using inheritableNonDisjoint and 10 axioms using nonDisjoint, which explicitly define 47,579 ordered pairs of SUMO classes as non-disjoint. And, then, the automatic application of the CWA to disjoint by assuming disjointness introduces 428 new axioms, where 17,166 disjoint atoms are used.
Applying the CWA to disjoint by assuming non-disjointness
Unlike disjointness, we cannot assume that the non-disjoint nature of two SUMO classes is inherited by all their subclasses. That is, given a pair of non-disjoint classes c 1 and c 2 , some of the subclasses of c 1 can be disjoint with some of the subclasses of c 2 . For example, we can assume that RadiatingSound c and AutonomicProcess c -which are not related (either explicitly or by inheritance) by disjoint in SUMO-are non-disjoint although Reciting c , which is subclass of RadiatingSound c , and Breathing c , which is subclass of AutonomicProcess c , are disjoint. On the contrary, non-disjointness is inherited by superclasses (upwards inheritance). That is, given a pair of non-disjoint classes c 1 and c 2 , it can be inferred that all the superclasses c In SUMO, the disjointness nature of clases is explicitly stated by disjoint. Thus, assuming non-disjointness implies to consider that c 1 and c 2 are non-disjoint for every SUMO classes c 1 and c 2 that are not related by disjoint.
In order to minimize the number of atoms that are required to apply the CWA to disjoint by assuming non-disjointness, we proceed as follows: for each SUMO class c and any {c 1 , c 2 } ⊆ all direct subclasses of (c) such that c 1 and c 2 are not defined (either explicitly or by inheritance) to be disjoint:
• If c • Otherwise (that is, some subclasses of c 1 and c 2 are related by disjoint), then we augment Adimen-SUMO by asserting that c 1 and c 2 are related by nonDisjoint. Additionally, for each subclass c 
since Birth c and Death c do not have any disjoint subclasses. This axiom enables the classification of the CQ in (3) as passing since ATPs are able to prove its falsity-test. It is worth noting that, as in the method proposed in Subsection 4.2, the direct application of the above procedure will produce many redundant inheritableNonDisjoint and nonDisjoint atoms because of inheritance due to the fact that a class c can have multiple superclasses, but redundancy can be prevented in practice.
As before, assuming non-disjointness for every pair of classes that are not related by disjoint in SUMO is too strong and may lead to inconsistencies. For example, RedBloodCell c and WhiteBloodCell c (the only direct subclasses of BloodCell c ) are not related by disjoint in SUMO, although Adimen-SUMO entails that RedBloodCell c and WhiteBloodCell c do not have any common instance. Consequently, we have to identify which pairs of classes that are not related by disjoint can be inferred not to have any common instance before applying the CWA to disjoint by assuming non-disjointness. For this purpose, we simply augment the original ontology by explicitly relating the required pairs of classes using disjoint. 4 Following with the example about the direct subclasses of BloodCell c , the new included axiom is ($disjoint RedBloodCell WhiteBloodCell) (12) which explicitly defines RedBloodCell c and WhiteBloodCell c as disjoint.
In Adimen-SUMO, 271 non-ordered pairs of classes are defined to be disjoint according to the knowledge that is directly obtained from SUMO and we have augmented Adimen-SUMO by including 438 new non-ordered pairs of disjoint classes. Then, the application of the CWA to disjoint by assuming non-disjointness produces 2,406 new axioms, where 27,051 inheritableNonDisjoint atoms and 6,891 nonDisjoint atoms are used.
Comparing the size of the resulting ontologies
Finally, we compare the amount of explicit knowledge that is included in the ontology after applying the CWA to subclass and disjoint with respect to the original ontology. More specifically, we consider four different versions of the ontology: 1) the original Adimen-SUMO; 2) Adimen-SUMO augmented by applying the CWA to subclass; 3) Adimen-SUMO augmented by applying the CWA to subclass and disjoint (assuming disjointness); and 4) Adimen-SUMO augmented by applying the CWA to subclass and disjoint (assuming non-disjointness). In Table 2 , we provide the size of the original and the augmented ontologies after their transformation into pure FOL. In particular, the number of axioms (unit clauses and formulae), atoms (including equality), quantifier blocks 5 (universal and existential), connectives (equivalence, implication, conjunction, disjunction and negation) and equalities resulting from the translation of each ontology. As expected, the size of the versions of the ontology under the CWA is much larger than the size of the original one. However, the nature of the new included knowledge is quite different. On the one hand, the application of the CWA to subclass particularly increases the amount of formulae, atoms, universal quantifier blocks and disjunctions, which corresponds with the kind of axioms proposed for the completion of subclass. On the other hand, the two proposed applications of the CWA to disjoint increase the number of formulae, atoms and conjunctions. However, the number of formulae and conjunctions are artificially increased due to the fact that for simplicity we often group several atoms using conjunction in a single formula. Thus, without grouping atoms, the application of the CWA only increases the number of atoms and unit clauses.
It is worth mentioning that some small differences (for example, in the number of quantifier blocks or implications) are due to minor corrections performed in the original axioms that are required for the application of the CWA.
Experimentation
In this section, we discuss the results obtained from the experimental evaluation of the original and the augmented versions of the ontology under the CWA on the basis of 17,343 CQs: from the QPs introduced in this work, 11,552 CQs based on hyponymy-hyponymy (noun and verb); from the QPs proposed in [6] , 3,455 CQs based on antonymy and 2,336 CQs based on meronymy (part, member and substance). All the required knowledge resources -the original ontology Adimen-SUMO v2.6 and its versions under CWA, the set of CQs and conjectures, the mapping between Adimen-SUMO and WordNet v3.0, WordNet v3.0 relation pairs-and the resulting execution reports are publicly available in our website. 6 This experimentation has been performed by using Vampire v4.2.2 -which is the CADE ATP System Competition (CASC) FOF 7 division winner in 2017 [31, 37] -in a Intel R Xeon R CPU E5-2640v3@2.60GHz with 2GB of RAM memory per processor. For each test, we have set an execution-time limit of 300 seconds and a memory limit of 2GB. Totally, the experimentation has required around 482 days/processor of computation effort: 4 ontologies, 17,343 CQs, 2 tests per CQ and 300 seconds per test.
In Table 3 , we summarize our experimental competency results. For each QP (grouped into problem categories), we provide the number of resulting CQs between brackets. Further, for each version of the ontology, we provide: a) in two separate lines preceded by (+) and (−), the amount of truth-and falsity-tests that have been respectively proved and, between brackets, the amount of tests that are exclusively proved in that version of the ontology (# columns); b) the percentage of CQs that is resolved (% columns). With respect to the results obtained from the competency of the original ontology, it is easy to see that the results reported in our previous works are quite similar in spite of using in our new experimentation a single ATP system (instead of several ones) on the same computer and with the half of time resources (300 seconds against 600 seconds of time limit). So, it seems that results would not differ that much if we used more ATPs.
From the reported results, we can conclude that the application of CWA to subclass produces an increase in the number of resolved CQs of only 3 percentage points. On the contrary, the effect of additionally applying CWA to disjoint is clearly much larger: an increase of another 8 
#3 ( non-disjointness). It is worth mentioning that the two proposed approaches for the application of CWA to disjoint produce dual results: when assuming disjointness, the amount of proved truth-tests is larger, whereas ATPs are able to prove more falsity-tests when assuming nondsijointness. Further, as discussed at the end of Section 3 regarding the CQ about the antonym nouns birth and death, 815 resolved CQs are passing or non-passing depending on our assumption: disjointness or non-disjointness. To sum up, only by the application of the CWA, we improve the competency results obtained for the original ontology more than 47 %: 6,472 CQs resolved using the original ontology under the OWA against 9,520 CQs resolved using the ontology by applying the CWA to subclass and disjoint (assuming non-disjointness). These results confirm our hypothesis that the automatic application of the CWA reduces the ambiguity of the knowledge in Adimen-SUMO and enables to solve a larger amount of CQs.
In addition, the competency results for the versions of the ontology under the CWA in each particular QP are improved with respect to the results for the original one, except for the QPs based on member. Thus, we can conclude that the size of the ontologies after applying the CWA is not an obstacle for the ATP to resolve the CQs of the proposed benchmark. This conclusion is confirmed by the comparison reported in Table 4 : Efficiency Analysis for analysing the performance of the ATP when trying to solve the CQs. Among others, we consider the efficiency measure that is used in the CASC [31, 37] . This efficiency measure, called E, balances the time taken for each problem solved against the number of problems solved and it is calculated as the average of the inverses of the times (in seconds) for problems solved. If an ATP gets a higher E value than another ATP for the same set of problems, it indicates that the first ATP performs faster than the second one and, therefore, that it is more efficient for the given set of problems. Using a single ATP, E enables the comparison of different sets of problems: if the value of E for a set of problems is higher than value of E for another one, then the first set of problems is less hard than the second one (at least, for the used ATP). In Table 4 , for each QP (1 st column) and each version of the ontology we provide the statistics regarding the truth-and falsity-tests in two separate lines preceded by (+) and (−) respectively. In particular: a) the average runtime (in seconds) of the ATP for the resolved CQs (column t); b) the efficiency measure E multiplied by 1,000 (column mE); c) the total number of different axioms that are used in the proofs of the CQs (column N); d) the average number of axioms that is used in each proof (column A).
As expected, the truth-tests are less hard in the original ontology under OWA than in the augmented ones under CWA: the average runtime is lower and E is higher globally and for each problem category except for the average runtime of part (although E is clearly higher for part). On the contrary, the falsity-tests are globally less hard in the ontologies augmented by applying CWA to subclass and disjoint: the average runtime is much lower (62.34 s. and 45.04 s. against 98.06 s.) and E is a bit higher (184.00 and 194.33 against 170.16). Regarding the axioms used in proofs, the total amount of used axioms is lower in the original ontology than in the augmented ones, although the average number of axioms used in each proof is higher. This fact leads us to think that part of the new introduced knowledge in the ontologies under CWA is redundant: in general, the proof of a given CQ can be obtained by using a fewer number of axioms, although finding the required set of axioms is harder because of the size of the augmented ontologies under CWA.
Conclusions and Future Work
To the best of our knowledge, up to now the research and evaluation of SUMO-based FOL ontologies have been developed exclusively under the Open World Assumption. This paper reports on the first investigation on the application of the Closed World Assumption to SUMObased FOL ontologies. Exactly, we have applied the Careful CWA introduced by [16] to the subclass and disjoint relations. Moreover, we have tested two ways to apply the CWA to disjoint: i) by assuming disjointness and ii) by assuming non-disjointness. Our experimental results show that applying the CCWA to both subclass and disjoint relations improves the competency of the ontology by 47 % when tested on a very large benchmark of 17,343 commonsense Competency Questions extracted from WordNet and its mapping to SUMO. The approach assuming nondisjointness obtains the best results, but we think that in the future a combination of both approaches should be further investigated. Summing up, although the size of the ontologies has been increased at the cost of reducing their efficiency a bit, the resulting ontologies are far more competent. Additionally, falsity-tests perform more efficiently.
Future work also involves experimenting with other knowledge representation strategies such as the Domain Closure Assumption (DCA) and the Unique Name Assumption (UNA) [24] .
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